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a b s t r a c t 

Environmental enrichment induces widespread neuronal changes, but the initiation of the cascade is unknown. 

We ascertained the critical period of divergence between environmental enriched (EE) and standard environment 

(SE) mice using continuous infrared (IR) videography, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and neu- 

ron level calcium imaging. Naïve adult male mice ( n = 285, C57BL/6J, postnatal day 60) were divided into SE 

and EE groups. We assessed the linear time-series of motion activity using a novel structural break test which 

examined the dataset for change in circadian and day-by-day motion activity. fMRI was used to map brain-wide 

response using a functional connectome analysis pipeline. Awake calcium imaging was performed on the dorsal 

CA1 pyramidal layer. We found the preeminent behavioral feature in EE was a forward shift in the circadian 

rhythm, prolongation of activity in the dark photoperiod, and overall decreased motion activity. The crepuscular 

period of dusk was seen as the critical period of divergence between EE and SE mice. The functional processes at 

dusk in EE included increased functional connectivity in the visual cortex, motor cortex, retrosplenial granular 

cortex, and cingulate cortex using seed-based analysis. Network based statistics found a modulated functional 

connectome in EE concentrated in two hubs: the hippocampal formation and isocortical network. These hubs 

experienced a higher node degree and significant enhanced edge connectivity. Calcium imaging revealed in- 

creased spikes per second and maximum firing rate in the dorsal CA1 pyramidal layer, in addition to location 

(anterior-posterior and medial-lateral) effect size differences between EE and SE. The emergence of functional- 

neuronal changes due to enrichment consisted of enhanced hippocampal-isocortex functional connectivity and 

CA1 neuronal increased spiking linked to a circadian shift during the dusk period. Future studies should explore 

the molecular consequences of enrichment inducing shifts in the circadian period. 
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. Introduction 

Environmental enrichment (EE) induces structural changes in the

rain (Kempermann et al., 1995; Clemenson et al., 2015 ), which re-

ult in learning improvements ( Greenough et al., 1972 ) that have been

hown to impede the effects of senescence ( Greenough et al., 1986 ).

nterestingly, enriched environments have been known to delay the ef-

ects of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease ( Nithianantharajah et al.,

006 ). Despite such research, the causative factors involved with elic-

ting these neurobiological changes are not currently known. Exercise

 van Praag et al., 1999 ; Grégoire et al., 2014 ) and exploratory behavior

 Freund et al., 2013 ) have been implicated as potential causative factors

nd social housing has been downplayed in importance ( Grégoire et al.,

014 ). Recently, a study found differences using control versus environ-

entally enriched mice in locomotive and exploratory activities during

aylight (light phase), but not the dark phase ( Loss et al., 2015 ). Mice

xhibit many nocturnal behaviors ( Yang et al., 2008 ); therefore, it is sur-

rising ( Loss et al., 2015 ) that dark phase behavioral differences were

ot observed between EE and standard environment (SE) control cage

ettings, given that many behaviors (e.g. motion activity, undirected

xploration, rearings, locomotion line crossings) are higher during the

ark phase ( Roedel et al., 2006 ). Furthermore, EE induces a cascade of

euronal changes resulting in subtle epigenetic influences due to chro-

atin remodeling, histone methylation and acetylation ( Richards, 2006 ;

im and Kaang, 2017 ). These neuronal changes can have a profound im-

act on endophenotype and disease ( Tsankova et al., 2007 ; Dulac, 2010 ;

. Yeshurun and Hannan, 2019 ). For example, in humans, maternal ex-

osure to violence (improvised environment) while pregnant has been

hown to affect second-generation offspring methylation variation in

pG sites ( Serpeloni et al., 2017 ; Skvortsova et al., 2018 ). Interestingly,

t has been shown that environmental enrichment can reverse the dele-

erious effects due to environmental stress in the parental generation

 Mashoodh et al., 2012 ; Gapp et al., 2016 ; S. Yeshurun and Hannan,

019 ). What in the environment elicits the cascade of changes that con-

titute enrichment? 

We propose there must be an emergent feature which is observable

nd different due to enrichment. Mice undergoing enrichment should

xperience a period of ‘acclimation’ during which EE mice are identi-

al to SE control mice, and subsequently in this period of ‘adaptation’

ice transition or gradually/shift to displaying behavioral, structural

r functional features of being enriched. The timeframe of adaptation

ould be slow or fast, nevertheless to ‘be’ enriched, mice must ‘become’

nriched. The following experiment addressed these questions by ask-

ng: (1) is there an emergent behavioral feature in EE mice distinguish-

ble from SE mice (i.e., defining a critical period), (2) do structural or

unctional connectivity changes differ between EE and SE mice based on

he critical period, (3) what neuronal changes are coupled to the critical

eriod? 

To explore these hypotheses, we conducted a simple environmental

nrichment paradigm ( Sztainberg and Chen, 2010 ) and monitored the

ome cage behavior continuously from the initiation of the enriched

nd control period. EE and SE mice were compared in motion activity

sing our open source video analysis pipeline, to define the critical pe-

iod. Next, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging and calcium

maging to assess the critical period of divergence between EE and SE

ontrol groups (Please see SI for ancillary analyses). In the present ex-

eriment, EE mice were distinguishable by 2-weeks’ time from SE mice

nd plateaued to a 4-week acclimatization. Interestingly, during the ac-

limation we found the dusk to night transition in EE mice was coupled

o robust large-scale brain-wide functional connectivity patterns and in-

reased neuronal firing rates in hippocampal subfield CA1 as assessed

y calcium imaging. The present experiment defined the emergent be-

avior of enrichment and examined the critical period of functional al-

erations seen in EE mice. 
2 
. Methods 

See Fig. 1 for a detailed schematic of the experimental design (see

I-Figure-1 for detailed experimental groups). 

.1. Environmental enrichment setup 

Experiments were approved by the City University of Hong Kong

ommittee on the Use of Live Animal in Teaching and Research in ac-

ordance with The Guide , National Institutes of Health Guide for the

are and Use of Laboratory Animals, revised 2011 . Adult male mice

 n = 260, ≈ 25 g, C57BL/6J, P = 60; videographed continuously) were

sed for behavioral video motion activity and subsequently for fMRI

 n = 20, scanned in a repeated design - two timepoints) and Calcium

maging ( n = 5; imaged in a repeated design - three timepoints; see

I for extended experiments and analyses). Mice were naive and iden-

ical at the start of the experiment. Mice were divided into groups of

0 per cage ( Fig. 1A ): 1) environmental enrichment (EE) and 2) stan-

ard environment (SE), with both groups’ cages approximately ≈1.0m 

2 .

nvironmental enrichment consisted of the following features: 1) run-

ing wheel, 2) toys consisting of blocks and balls, and 3) a plastic maze

onsisting of 1.5-inch tubing cut and connected into different arrange-

ents. The SE cage consisted of bedding and wood chips. Animals were

eft in these conditions for four weeks ( n = 28–30 days). Cages were

leaned once weekly and animals were handled only during this time

r subsequently for fMRI scanning or Calcium imaging. The mice were

therwise left completely undisturbed. Mice were cage-housed under

 constant 25 °C temperature and 60 to 70% humidity under a 12:12-

our light/dark cycle; the light phase started at 8am and the dark phase

tarted at 8pm. Mice had access to food and water ad libitum. Video

ecordings were captured by an infrared 1080p camera ( Fig. 1B ) and

nalyzed by a frame-by-frame sequence custom script resulting in a dis-

rete motion vector used for analysis (See SI for further description).

MRI and Ca 2+ Imaging were performed at specified circadian times as

escribed below (See SI-Figure-1 for detailed schedule). 

.2. Behavioral video motion analysis 

The video motion assessment was used to determine and indicate

hen EE mice were distinct from SE mice (i.e., became acclimatized to

he enriched environment). The video analysis categorized motion in cir-

adian periods: dawn (2 h circumscribing the dark phase to light phase

ransition, 6am till 10am), day (light phase), dusk (occurring within 2 h

f the light phase to dark phase transition, 6pm till 10pm) and night

dark phase). The null hypotheses for the experimental design were

hat there was no difference between EE and SE groups for date (week,

ay, hour) and no difference in time of day (hour during the period of

ay/night/dawn/dusk) in motion activity. The alternative hypotheses

ere that a difference in date or time of day exists between EE and SE

roups. A significance level of alpha = 0.05 was used to test the null

ypothesis; if the p-value was less than alpha, the null hypothesis was

ejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis. Statistics within a day

omparison used a t -test; for example, comparing the dark phase versus

ight phase by group (EE and SE). An ANOVA was used for date (day

, day 2, day 3, etc.) comparison within a week by group (EE and SE).

 n-way ANOVA was used for determining whether factors like time of

ay, day (day 1, day 2, day 3, day 4, etc.), week (week 1, week 2, week

, week 4), dark/light phases, and dawn/dusk differences by group (EE

nd SE) had an effect on motion over the duration of the experiment.

astly, a structural break test of the time series was used to assess dif-

erences in time of day (day/night/dawn/dusk) by group (EE and SE),

y factor (caged features), by each hour (1, 2, 3 … 24) and day (day 1,

ay 2, day 3, day 4, … day 30). Code was implemented in R using RStu-

io (R Core Team 2014; RStudio Team, 2015) as previously described
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Fig. 1. Experimental design and data analysis: Video monitoring, functional MRI and Calcium imaging . A) Environmental enrichment (EE) and standard 

environment (SE) were assessed using fMRI and Ca 2+ imaging based on circadian features (See SI- Fig. 1 for replicates and detailed chronology). B) Schematic 

diagram of the video motion data extraction and analysis pipeline describing frame-by-frame differences for categorizing circadian data. C) Bruker BioSpec 7T 

scanner and mouse holder setup. D) A schematic representation of the region of interest (ROI) from the mouse brain parcellation. E) ROI analysis extraction was 

based on the Australian Mouse Brain Mapping Consortium atlas, using the resting state BOLD time series. The time series was used to derive the Pearson correlation 

matrix resulting in a connectivity matrix. A permutation test was performed to determine robustness of the different ROIs. The circos plot was derived from 142 ROIs 

containing the left and right ROI. Network-Based Statistics (NBS) was used to identify the connectome during the EE circadian timepoints of interest. F) Calcium 

imaging with a GRIN lens, lens placement on left hemisphere dCA1 pyramidal layer hippocampal subfield and processing for data extraction. The calcium transients 

were extracted from raw photon data, delineating separate neuronal populations and normalizing for movement correction and noise. The timepoints of interest were 

the baseline prior to the experiment, 14-day after EE and 1-month after EE compared to SE control during awake recordings. See SI- Fig. 1 for detailed description of 

methods. 

3 
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 Manno, 2016 ), with the strucchange R package for testing structural

hange in linear regression model (Zeileis et al., 2002). The structural

reak test was used to define when enriched mice were different than

E mice (See SI for elaborated and detailed mathematical description).

MRI and Ca 2+ imaging were subsequently used at the distinct period

o assess the neural response in behavior. 

.3. Functional MRI 

.3.1. MRI animal preparation 

The fMRI data was acquired with a Bruker BioSpec 7T scanner

Bruker Biospin, Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with a cryogenic quadra-

ure surface coil. The animals were initially anesthetized with 3.5%

soflurane for 2 min. A bolus of dexmedetomidine (0.02 mg/kg) was

njected intraperitoneally and isoflurane was increased to 3.5% for an

dditional 5 min. When sufficiently anesthetized, 1–2 drops of 2% li-

ocaine were applied to the chords to provide local anesthesia before

ndotracheal intubation. The animals were mechanically ventilated at

 rate of 80 min –1 with 1 ∼3.5% isoflurane in room-temperature air us-

ng a ventilator (TOPO, Kent Scientific Corp., Torrington, USA). During

RI, the animals were placed on an MRI-compatible cradle, fixing the

ead using a tooth bar and plastic screws in the ear canals ( Fig. 1C ).

 bolus of muscle relaxant (pancuronium bromide, 0.1 mg/kg) was

dministered intraperitoneally to further assist in immobilization and

soflurane was reduced to 0%. During scanning, the mouse received a

ontinuous hypodermic injection of dexmedetomidine (0.04 mg/kg/h)

nd isoflurane was increased to 0.2% upon initiation of the echo planar

maging (EPI) sequence. Body temperature was maintained using MR-

ompatible Heater Module (SA Instrument, Stony Brook, NY) with rectal

emperature ∼37.0 °C used as the controlling factor. Continuous phys-

ological monitoring was performed using an MRI-compatible system

SA Instruments, Stony Brook, NY; Chan et al., 2009; Grandjean et al.,

014 ; Chuang et al., 2017 ; Manno et al., 2019 ; Manno et al., 2022 ). After

he mouse was placed in the scanner, multi-slice localizer images were

cquired along the axial, coronal, and sagittal views to position MRI

lices accurately according to the atlases used herein ( Rosen et al., 2000 ;

ranklin and Paxinos, 2008 ). Anatomical images were subsequently ac-

uired with a T2 TurboRARE sequence. 

.3.2. Resting state fMRI connectivity data acquisition 

A T2 TurboRARE anatomical image (repetition time (TR) = 2500 ms;

cho time (TE) = 35 ms; matrix size = 256 × 256; filed of view

FOV) = 16 × 16 mm 

2 ; slice thickness = 500 𝜇m; slices = 22; aver-

ge = 2; resolution = 62.5 × 62.5 𝜇m 

2 ) was acquired for coregistration.

fter local shimming was applied, single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI)

mages were acquired to assess resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) using the fol-

owing parameters: TR = 750 ms; TE = 15 ms; matrix size = 64 ×64;

OV = 16 × 16 mm 

2 ; slice thickness = 500 𝜇m; slices = 22; repeti-

ions = 480; resolution: 250 × 250 𝜇m 

2 ; flip angle: 54.7°; scanning

ime = 6 min. A series of scans consisting of 8–10 EPIs (6 min each)

ere collected per mouse. After a series of rsfMRI EPIs, the anesthetic

as reduced to 0 and the mouse was allowed to return to the fully awake

tate. While the mouse was regaining consciousness a series of EPIs were

lso collected, but not included in the data analyses and used for back-

round noise and movement calculations. 

.3.3. rsfMRI connectivity analysis 

All data were processed using custom scripts in MAT-

AB (Math Works, Natick, MA), SPM 12 (Welcome Depart-

ent of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London;

ttp://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/.) and the network-based statistics

NBS) toolbox ( Zalesky et al., 2010 ). First, all images were converted to

he NIFTI format. Prior to slice timing, images were resized by a factor

f 20 and skull stripped ( Han et al., 2019 ). For each rsfMRI session, all

mages were corrected for slice timing differences and then realigned

o the first volume using the SPM12 affine transformation. Functional
4 
mages were co-registered to the skull-stripped anatomical images

nd normalized to the Australian Mouse Brain Mapping Consortium

emplate ( Janke et al., 2015 ; www.imaging.org.au/AMBMC/Model/ )

sing SPM12. Spatial smoothing was performed with a 4 mm full-width

alf maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Motion correction denoising

onsisted of 6 motion parameters (translation and rotations in 3

imensions, the first derivative and the square of each of those six

arameters). Temporal band-pass filtering was applied with cutoff

requencies at 0.0007 (1/repetitions/3) Hz and 0.1 Hz ( Han et al.,

019 ; Manno et al., 2019 ). Four general rules were developed for data

nclusion or exclusion criteria. Mice not meeting these criteria were

xcluded from the analysis. Rule 1: No translation of image realignment

ssues by more than 5 mm in the resized image. In this step, 2 mice

ere excluded in EE group. Rule 2: No problem with parameter settings

insufficient or excessive tidal volume, anesthetic dose, etc.). Rule 3:

ormal physiological state was needed throughout the entire scanning

ession (e.g., the respiratory rate, rectal temperature = 37 ◦C). Rule 4:

o image artifacts. 

Seed based analysis (SBA) : Two 4 × 4 voxels were defined as the ip-

ilateral seed and contralateral seed ( Manno et al., 2019 ; Manno et al.,

021 Manno et al., 2022 ). Twelve pairs of prior-based seeds were chosen

ccording to anatomically changed or functionally changed structures in

revious EE investigations ( Scholz et al., 2015 ; Li et al., 2020 ), including

ateral orbital cortex (LO), primary somatosensory cortex (S1BF), dorsal

eld CA1 of hippocampus (dCA1), retrosplenial granular cortex (RSG),

rimary visual cortex (V1), secondary motor cortex (M2), prelimbic cor-

ex (PrL), infralimbic cortex (IL), primary motor cortex (M1), caudate

utamen (Cpu), area 1 of cingulate (Cg1) and area 2 of cingulate (Cg2).

earson’s correlation coefficients (CC) were calculated between the ref-

rence time course and the time course of every other voxel to generate

sfMRI connectivity maps for each seed. CC values were averaged in the

orresponding contralateral seed which was dilated to 7 × 7 voxels to

enerate a more stable interhemispheric rsfMRI functional connectivity

nd then transformed by a Fisher z-transform. Intrahemispheric rsfMRI

unctional connectivity was quantified by averaging CC values of the

eed itself in an ellipse of certain radius. Additionally, interhemispheric

onnectivity spectrum for each region were calculated to explore the dis-

ribution of signals in the frequency domain using magnitude-squared

oherence (Matlab function: mscohere; Chan et al., 2017 ; Manno et al.,

019 , 2021 ). 

Network based statistics (NBS) : 142 region of interest (ROI) masks

ere drawn manually ( Zerbi et al., 2019 ; Chelini and Zerbi et al.,

019 ) using ITK-SNAP ( http://www.itksnap.org/ ) including the follow-

ng modules: hippocampal formation (HPF), isocortex, cortical subplate,

allidum, striatum, midbrain, thalamus, hypothalamus (HPA) and hind-

rain ( Fig. 1D and for detailed information, see supplementary Table 1).

OIs were chosen based on the Allen Brain Mouse Atlas, the Australian

ouse Brain Mapping Consortium atlas and The Mouse Brain in Stereo-

axic Coordinates ( Franklin and Paxinos, 2008 ). Z-scored Pearson’s cor-

elation coefficient was calculated between each time course extracted

rom ROI and then a 142 ×142 connectome matrix was generated. Net-

ork based statistics (NBS), which is a graph analogue of cluster-based

tatistical methods, was performed to control the family-wise error rate

FWER) at the network level ( Zalesky et al., 2010 ). Permutation test

as applied ( n = 5000), with a test statistic threshold criterion ( t ≥ 3)

Cirong Liu et al., 2016) to create a set of supra-threshold connections

hich were used to identify topological clusters ( Zalesky et al., 2010 ;

helini and Zerbi et al., 2019 ). Considering that NBS only lists the edges

ith significant difference and without connection strength, an effect

ize was calculated to show the standard difference between edges. The

ffect size of intra-module and inter-module were summed, taking into

ccount both effect size and proportion of significant edges to the to-

al edges of one module, in order to show the change between and

ithin modules (i.e., weighted effect size). Modules whose effect size

as greater than 1 were considered to have significant changes. Func-

ional connectivity was averaged within and between these modules. A

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/.\051
http://www.imaging.org.au/AMBMC/Model/
http://www.itksnap.org/
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c  
ode modulation index (NMI), averaging the overall effect size of a sin-

le node, was also used to determine which node contributed the most to

he functional connectivity ( Zerbi et al., 2019 ). For visualization we cre-

ted circos-plots and a graphical representation of the whole-brain func-

ional connectome. The circos plots were divided into two features: en-

anced and weakened functional connectivity after EE treatment. Both

he enhancing and weakening representations used a permutation test to

emonstrate connectivity between separate ROI to ROI hyperconnected

dges (permutation test without correction, P < 0.05). The graphical

esting-state fMRI connectome analysis used a translucent anatomical

isualization to display the nodes in the network calculated by NBS,

iewed in coronal and sagittal planes. The size of the node represents

he degree of the node (i.e., the number of edges connected with one

ode in the network). Node and edges are color-coded within-module

onnections, gray nodes and edges are the enhanced connectivity be-

ween modules. 

.4. Calcium imaging 

Calcium imaging was performed on three different timepoints: Day

 (baseline), Day 14, and Day 28 after EE or after SE in the awake state

t the dusk timepoint, based on the behavioral data. We chose to scan

t dusk based on the fMRI results. 

.4.1. Surgery 

At P45 mice were anesthetized with pentobarbital (50 mg/kg I.P.). A

raniotomy was performed above the dorsal hippocampus and 500nl of

AV2/9-SynGCaMP6f-WPRE was slowly injected into AP − 2.1, ML 1.6,

V − 1.4 with a Nanoliter injector (WPI). Viruses were obtained from

Penn Viral Vector Core via the Janelia GENIE Project ( Chen et al.,

013 ). 

.4.2. GRIN lens placement 

Two weeks after the GCaMP viral injection (P60), mice were anes-

hetized with pentobarbital and prepped for GRIN lens placement

 Zhang et al., 2019 ). The mouse head was fixed on the stereotaxic frame

nd a craniotomy was performed to expose the cortex. The craniotomy

xposed a circular window centered at AP − 2.1, ML 1.6 with a diameter

 mm. A vacuum was used to carefully aspire the superior cortices above

he dorsal hippocampus until the fimbria layer below corpus callosum

as observed. A GRIN lens (Edmund Optics, #64–520) was slowly low-

red onto the hippocampus and fixed to the skull with super glue and

ental cement. The animal was supplied with amoxicillin (antibiotic,

 mg/kg, I.P. antibiotic), carprofen (anti-inflammatory, 5 mg/kg, S.C.),

nd dexamethasone (corticosteroid, 2 mg/kg, I.P) for 5 days consec-

tively. For post-operation, buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg, I.P.) was given

or analgesia. Following GRIN lens placement, mice were kept in a warm

nvironment until they fully recovered based on locomotion and were

ubsequently returned to their home cage. All mice underwent surgery

n the same postnatal day. 

.4.3. Baseplating 

One week after GRIN lens placement (P70) mice were anesthetized

ith pentobarbital or 1% isoflurane and prepped for headgear implant

xation baseplating. The UCLA miniscope together with its baseplate

as lowered on top of the GRIN lens to locate the best fluorescent sig-

al from GCaMP6f. Once the signal was identified, the baseplate was

ecured on the previous implant with dental cement. If mice did not

ave adequate dynamic signal, they were discarded from the study and

ot included in the present analysis. Surgical reliability was based on

istology (see SI). Following implant fixation surgery, mice were kept

n a warm environment until they fully recovered based on locomotion.

ubsequently, mice entered either the EE or SE cage depending on the

reatment group. All mice underwent surgery on the same postnatal day.
5 
.4.4. 1 ‐photon calcium imaging 

We used the UCLA Miniscope V3 and Data Acquisition Sys-

em ( http://miniscope.org/index.php/Guides_and_Tutorials ; Cai et al.,

016 ). The UCLA miniscope V3 specifications were: 700 𝜇m × 450 𝜇m

eld of view at ∼1um per pixel, 6x to 7x magnification, 50 𝜇m to 200 𝜇m

orking distance, < 3 gs, full-field frame rate up to 60 Hz and resolution:

52px × 480px. For awake recordings mice were gently handled and the

iniscope was attached to the baseplate and screwed tightly. To accli-

atize, mice were placed in a square (20 ×20cm 

2 ) container in a sound-

roof anechoic chamber for 10 min. After the habituation period, the

ecording session commenced (see analysis pipeline below). After imag-

ng all timepoints, mice were euthanized, and the brains were removed

nd fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. For histological images we calcu-

ated rough estimates of surgical deviation from our stated coordinates

o establish the X-Y coordinate of left dCA1 pyramidal layer relative to

he center field of the output image from calcium imaging. 

.4.5. 1 ‐photon calcium imaging analysis pipeline 

The analysis steps were modified for dCA1 hippocam-

us based on the previous protocol ( Lu et al., 2018 ;

ttps://github.com/JinghaoLu/MIN1PIPE ). The data analysis used

ustom-written scripts and routines in MATLAB based on previous

ode ( LeMessurier et al., 2019 ; https://github.com/elifesciences-

ublications/imaging_analysis_pipeline ). In brief, calcium transients

ere extracted from recordings with the MIN1PIPE pipeline ( Lu et al.,

018 ). The normalized calcium signal was assessed using the mean of

he lower 50 percentile signal as background. Calcium transient events

ere extracted and further analyzed by identifying the arising peaks

xceeding threshold with MATLAB, which we set as 6 times the root

ean square of the background signal. 

.4.6. Image processing and ROIs 

Imaging movies were corrected for slow XY motion using dftregis-

ration ( Guizar-Sicairos et al., 2008 ). We did not observe substantial

-axis motion. Fluorescence of each pixel was smoothed in time (mov-

ng median filter, four frames). Ellipsoid ROIs were drawn manually

ver neuronal somata and the ROI signal was calculated as the mean

uorescence of its component pixels. Neuropil background subtraction

as performed with a neuropil mask as a 10 pixel-wide area beginning

wo pixels from the somatic ROI. Neuropil pixels that were correlated

ith any soma ROI (with r > 0.2) were removed from the neuropil mask.

or ROIs, mean fluorescence of the neuropil mask was scaled by 0.3 and

ubtracted from the raw somatic ROI fluorescence. Fluorescence time se-

ies of all ROIs were inspected manually to remove any images in which

ean brightness decreased > ∼10% due to errors such as movement or

oss of the objective lens orientation. For each ROI, fluorescence time

eries were converted to ΔF/F defined as (Ft-F0)/F0, in which F0 is the

0th percentile of fluorescence across the entire 120 s movie and Ft is

he fluorescence on each frame. 

.4.7. Normalized anatomical reference frame for spatial analysis across 

maging fields 

This normalization enables comparisons across imaging fields and

eurons with different levels of GCaMP expression, which yield differ-

nt absolute fluorescence intensity and ΔF/F signals. To combine imag-

ng results across different imaging fields, ROI coordinates were trans-

ormed into a common reference frame. This was done by measuring XY

osition of each ROI relative to AP − 2.1, ML 1.6 with a diameter 1 mm

nd suspected error of ≈500 μm. Individual ROIs were spatially binned

y a 9 × 9 field using k-means clustering so that each bin contained a

imilar number of ROIs, and average response strength or tuning was

omputed for each bin. The result was displayed as a Voronoi plot with

ach polygon representing a spatial bin. 

.4.8. Signal and noise correlation analysis 

Signal and noise correlation were computed between all imaged

ells. To compute signal correlation, we calculated each ROI by a 9 × 9

http://www.miniscope.org/index.php/Guides_and_Tutorials
https://www.github.com/JinghaoLu/MIN1PIPE
https://www.github.com/elifesciences-publications/imaging_analysis_pipeline
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eld vector composed of its mean. Each vector was individually Z-

cored. Signal correlation was defined as the Pearson’s correlation of

he vectors. To compute noise correlations, we constructed for each ROI,

 × 9 field vectors containing the mean ΔF/F. Each vector was individ-

ally z-scored. We computed the Pearson’s correlation for each pair of

eurons by ROI. Distance between neurons was calculated as the Eu-

lidean distance (μm). 

.4.9. Principal component analysis 

We conducted a principal component analysis (PCA) of the calcium

ransients to identify factors that best characterized the data as well as

o detect, track and specify neuronal assembly locations in the dorsal

A1 during EE and SE in the awake state ( Lopes-dos-Santos et al., 2011 ;

013 ). The dorsal CA1 was chosen for its proximity to the cranial sur-

ace and its location in the hippocampus ( Chan et al., 2017 ). The PCA

as performed to determine if calcium events were related to other vari-

bles that could distinguish EE and SE groups. The FOV was divided into

 9 × 9 grid (9 columns and 9 rows) representing the 700 𝜇m × 450 𝜇m

eld of view (centered on position (AP − 2.1, ML 1.6), with a diameter

 mm)). Therefore, each block was ≈ 78 𝜇m × 50 𝜇m (or 3.9 mm 

2 ). Each

lock was categorized as a bin location in the medial lateral (ML) and

nterior posterior (AP) plane for PCA. Variables in addition to location

ML and AP) were average amplitude (std), average duration (std), in-

racalcium event intervals, max firing rate in 5 s, spike count, and spikes

er second. A follow-up analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used on the

riginal variable data to discern significance for each of the factors. 

.5. Hierarchical questioning 

We sought to determine when EE mice emerged as different from

E mice and the neural mechanism involved. We proposed a behavioral

ifference would manifest itself during video recordings. After confir-

ation of the period distinguishing EE and SE mice, fMRI was used to

etermine the neural response to this behavioral change. Subsequently,

alcium imaging was used to determine the cellular changes in vivo at

he individual neuron level. 

. Results 

The EE group for almost every period-of-time or over every aver-

ged period was less in motion activity than SE mice ( Fig. 2A and 2B ),

xcept in one period which drastically stuck out as greater in activity

or EE than SE: dusk. Structural break tests for motion found that EE

otion diverged from SE (i.e., adapted) within two weeks ( Fig. 3 ). We

ssessed both dusk and night periods using fMRI and Calcium imaging

o determine the functional and neuronal components to enrichment. In

E mice scanned at dusk, enhanced functional connectivity was found

n the hippocampal cortex, isocortex (Cg1 and Cg2) and in several ROI

elated to sensory processing ( Fig. 4 and 5 ). For EE, high bilateral and

omotopic extension of functuional connectivity (FC) maps were found

or each seed ( Fig. 4 ) and large-scale functional connectome network

lterations were identified in EE, primarily at dusk ( Fig. 5 ). Calcium

maging revealed a significant increase in Ca 2+ transients and max fir-

ng in dorsal CA1 pyramidal layer after EE ( Fig. 6 ). This was of interest

s dorsal CA1 failed as a significant seed, but was one of the significant

OI contributing to the functional connectome network enhancement

een in EE. 

.1. Establishing the unique circadian difference between EE and SE mice 

 Fig. 2 ) 

The EE mice were less active over the enriched period compared with

E mice every day, except days 1 and 4 ( Fig. 2A depicts the averaged

otion activity by day per group). The difference plot ( Fig. 2B ) high-

ights the greater activity of SE mice compared with EE mice (difference

s SE minus EE), with a continued upward trend over the first 12 days of
6 
he housing period. Fig. 2C . depicts the motion activity distribution by

ay for EE and SE mice. SE mice had significantly greater motion activ-

ty when compared with EE mice over the duration of the experiment

y day ( F = 367.74, P < 0.000001, df = 1,29; Fig. 2C ). Fig. 2D . depicts

he week-by-week distribution of data for EE and SE. For every week,

reater mean activity for SE mice was observed when compared to EE

ice ( F = 1566.28, P < 0.000001, df = 1,4). Additionally, SE mice were

ore varied by week in their activity, due to the greater distribution of

ata ( Fig. 2D ). Further investigation of the week-by-week data strongly

mplicated an effect apparent over hours of the day which we explored

o determine circadian differences ( F = 1707.68, P < 0.000001, df = 1,4)

nd hour ( F = 16,737.32, P < 0.000001, df = 1,23). 

Fig. 2 depicts the average circadian motion activity for EE and SE

y hour ( Fig. 2E ) and over the circadian periods of interest ( Fig. 2F ).

he hour of the day was found to have a significant effect on mo-

ion between EE and SE mice (hour F = 17,015.59, P < 0.000001,

f = 1,23, by group F = 32,034.65, P < 0.000001, df = 1,1). Here we

bserve that EE mice were less active than SE mice across all hours of

he day, with the exception of the crepuscular dusk period ( Fig. 2E ,

ight side). Average activity was grouped by the categorical periods

f interest (dark/light/dawn/dusk) to determine if motion was signif-

cantly different between groups ( Fig. 2F ). Time of day grouped by pe-

iod (dawn/dusk/dark/light) was highly significantly different between

E and SE mice ( F = 88,012.78, P < 0.000001, df = 1,3) and by group

 F = 26,479.46, P < 0.000001, df = 1,1). The results indicate EE mice

ad greater motion activity during the dusk hours, while SE mice had

reater motion activity during dawn, day, and night ( Fig. 2F ). 

.2. Enrichment times series analysis to determine structural break ( Fig. 3 ) 

The circadian time series was assessed to determine whether changes

n specific hours occurred and if those were related to specific aspects

f the photoperiod (periods of interest: dark/light/dawn/dusk). The EE

ircadian time series dataset fell outside the OLS-CUSUM-type empirical

uctuation process test boundaries, indicating evidence for structural

hange ( P = 0.0468; Fig. 3A ). The Schwarz BIC for EE indicated the op-

imal number of reported breakpoints was m = 3 (BIC = 4.482 × 10 2 ;

ig. 3B ), representing the point at which BIC was minimized. To test

he significance of the breakpoints the Chow test was utilized ( Fig. 2E

nd 2F ). The Chow test indicated that a structural change in the cir-

adian dataset at 1900 h was highly significant ( F (1, 24) = 21.549,

 = 0.0001154). The Bai and Perron breakpoint test ( Fig. 3D ) found

tructural change with significant breakpoints corresponding to 0200 h

CI: [0100 0300] hours), 0600 h (CI: [0500 0700] hours), and 1800 h

CI: [1700 1900] hours). These breakpoints were highly significant

tructural changes in the circadian time series dataset for EE mice. The

esults indicate EE mice had three significant circadian changes in the

imes series at 0200, 0600 and 1800 h. These periods roughly corre-

pond to the middle of the night as well as dawn and dusk (the cre-

uscular periods). The dusk period for EE mice was considered most

elevant ( Fig. 3C and 3D ) due to the previous analyses ( Fig. 2E and 2F ).

.3. Seed based analysis reveals a stronger bilateral cortical functional 

onnectivity in EE mice ( Fig. 4 ) 

EE mice during dusk was a period of significant behavioral change

ompared to SE; therefore, dusk was compared to night between EE

nd SE. Resting state fMRI, a surrogate for neuronal activity detecting

hanges in blood oxygenation, was used to assess these unique tempo-

al periods. The difference in SBA between EE and SE is visualized in

ig. 4 and SI- Fig. 2 . EE at dusk and night demonstrated significantly en-

anced SBA interhemispheric functional connectivity, intrahemispheric

ocal connectivity and interhemispheric connectivity, compared to SE

 Fig. 4 ). High bilateral and homotopic extension of FC maps for each

eed were exhibited in Fig. 4A , Fig. 4E , SI- Fig. 2A and SI- Fig. 2E . For the

eed of LO, S1BF, RSG and V1, significant enhancement of area under
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Fig. 2. Average motion activity for EE and SE mice. Plots have motion activity (using the pixel frame difference) on y-axis. The x-axis is group segregation, day 

or week. The SE group is in blue and EE group is in orange. A) Motion by day for EE and SE, with indicated 95% confidence intervals for the means. Note that 

EE motion is generally lower than SE motion after outlier removal. B) Motion difference by day for EE and SE. Difference is SE minus EE. Note that all differences 

were greater than zero (indicating that SE > EE for that day), except for day 1 and 4. Day 1 calculated motion for EE and SE mice was 11,305.79 ± 13,620.048 and 

9,274.66 ± 13,629.64, respectively. Day 4 calculated motion for EE and SE mice was 16,451.14 ± 17,225.09 and 14,168.99 ± 5,994.67, respectively. C) Motion 

distribution for EE and SE. Note considerable mean difference between EE and SE as well as the presence of outliers over the course of experiment duration. D) 

Motion distribution by week for EE and SE. Orientation is left to right, week-by-week for SE and EE groups. Note that, for every week, there is a greater spread of 

activity for the SE than for the EE group. E) and F) Average circadian motion activity for EE and SE mice. Average constructed over duration of experiment. Plots 

have average daily motion activity (pixel frame difference) on y-axis. Time of day is in hour or separated by dawn, day (light), dusk, night (dark) on the x-axis. The 

SE is represented by blue and EE is represented by orange. E) Circadian motion averaged for each hour over all days. The crepuscular period is depicted by a bar 

shaded from dark to yellow or vice versa for the dawn and dusk periods, respectively. The night and day (dark and light) period is separated by a yellow bar at the 

dawn and dusk demarcation. Note that some dusk crepuscular activity of EE mice was increased compared to SE mice. Note dark period activity is greater than light 

period activity for both groups. F) Time of day for SE and EE circadian period average. Note that SE mice have greater activity compared to EE mice for dawn, day 

and night. However, EE mice are more active than SE mice in the crepuscular dusk period. 
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nterhemispheric rsfMRI connectivity spectrum were detected for infra

low (0.0007–0.1 Hz) frequency during dusk, while the area of LO, S1BF,

1 and M1 were enhanced during night ( Fig. 4B , Fig. 4F , SI- Fig. 2B and

I- Fig. 4F ). We observed an enhanced strength of interhemispheric (bi-

ateral) and intrahemispheric (local) FC in LO, S1BF, RSG, V1 and Cg

oth during dusk and night, while M2, PrL and Cpu showed enhance-

ent only during dusk. No differences were statistically significant in

he seed for dorsal CA1 ( Fig. 4 ). Seed definitions were illustrated in

ig. 4I and SI- Fig. 2I . Detailed statistics are displayed in supplementary

able 2. 
7 
.4. Large-scale functional connectome alterations identified in EE during 

usk and night ( Fig. 5 ) 

To examine if there exists a functional network change consistent

ith the behavioral change, NBS was employed to identify network con-

ections differing most between EE and SE. We hypothesized the behav-

or transition to becoming enriched would be reflected by large-scale

unctional connectome changes in EE. The mean functional matrices

howed EE had an overall higher FC compared to SE. ROI circos were

alculated using a permutation test (permutation = 5000) without any
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Fig. 3. Structural breaks in the circadian time series of enrichment. Structural breaks in the circadian time series - left panels. A) The OLS-CUSUM-type 

empirical fluctuation process test boundaries. Note SE and difference circadian rhythms were within the boundaries and therefore were not significant (using P < 

0.05 criterion). The EE circadian time series dataset fell outside the OLSCUSUM-type empirical fluctuation process test boundaries ( P = 0.0468). B) The Schwarz BIC 

for the EE circadian time series indicated the optimal number of reported breakpoints m = 3 (BIC = 4.482 × 10 2 ). C) The Chow test of the breakpoint(s) indicated a 

structural change in the circadian dataset, beginning around 1900 h was highly significant F (1, 24) = 21.549, P = 0.0001154. D) The Bai and Perron breakpoint test 

found structural change with significant breakpoints corresponding to 0200 h (CI: [0100 0300] hours), 0600 h (CI: [0500 0700] hours), and 1800 h (CI: [1700 1900] 

hours) in the circadian time series for EE. Day-by-day time series of enrichment structural break - right panels. E) The OLS-CUSUM-type empirical fluctuation 

process test boundaries. Note difference day-by-day time series was within the boundaries and therefore was not significant (using P < 0.05 criterion). The SE and EE 

day-by-day time series dataset fell outside the OLS-CUSUM-type empirical fluctuation process test boundaries (1.298 × 10 –11 and P = 3.08 × 10 –5 , respectively). F) 

The Schwarz BIC for SE and EE indicated the optimal number of reported breakpoints was m = 1 (BIC = 5.588 × 10 –2 ) and m = 1 (BIC = 5.482 × 10 –2 ), respectively. 

G) For SE and EE mice, the Chow test indicated a structural change in the day-by-day dataset. For SE mice, Day-4 was highly significant ( F (1, 30) = 53.666, 

P = 1.298 × 10 –11 ). For EE mice, Day-13 was highly significant ( F (1, 30) = 24.19, P = 3.08 × 10 –5 ). H) The Bai and Perron breakpoint test found structural change 

with significant breakpoints. For SE mice breakpoint corresponding to Day 4 (CI: [3 5]) and for EE mice corresponding to Day 13 (CI: [9 17]). 
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orrection. From the circos, EE group has more hyper-connections than

E group occurring within and between all ROIs ( Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B ).

he NBS results during dusk revealed FC of EE was higher than SE within

ne network including 2214 edges ( ∗ ∗ ∗ P = 0.0002, Fig. 5C and Fig. 5E ),

ost of which were located in the isocortex (plotted yellow). By con-

rast, NBS results during night revealed that FC of EE was higher than

E within one network only containing 626 edges ( ∗ P = 0.0224, and

ig. 5D and Fig. 5H ). The node size was larger during dusk indicat-

ng more connections than night. Additionally, node modulation index
8 
NMI) was carried out to show the contribution of each node to the

hole network ( Fig. 5K and Fig. 5L ). We found several nodes involved

n EE during dusk disappeared during night especially in the dorsal hip-

ocampus, such as dCA1, dCA3 and dDG. These results indicated the

orsal hippocampus had more tight connections with other nodes at

usk. 

To illustrate which module (e.g., hippocampal formation) con-

ributed the most in EE, both effect size and proportion of significant

dges contributing to the total number of edges of one module were
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Fig. 4. Environmental enrichment increases functional connectivity during dusk and night. The panel is divided into dusk (left) and night (right) for SBA 

analysis. A) Group-averaged functional connectivity maps of EE and SE during dusk. B) Interhemispheric rsfMRI connectivity spectrum and their statistics of area 

under the spectrum curves for infra slow (0.0007–0.1 Hz) frequency during dusk. C) Interhemispheric (bilateral) rsfMRI functional connectivity for EE and SE at 

dusk. D) Intrahemispheric (local) rsfMRI functional connectivity for EE and SE at dusk. E) Group-averaged functional connectivity maps of EE and SE during night. 

F) Interhemispheric rsfMRI connectivity spectrum and area under the spectrum curves for infra slow (0.0007–0.1 Hz) frequency during night. G) Interhemispheric 

(bilateral) rsfMRI functional connectivity for EE and SE at night. H) Intrahemispheric rsfMRI functional connectivity statistics of EE and SE at night. I) Seed definitions 

of LO, S1BF, dCA1, RSG and V1. The panel included the non-significant seed dCA1 (chosen a posteriori), due to its relevance in other parts of the present study (See 

SI-Figure-2 for additional seeds). n(SE) = 11, n(EE) = 9; Two-tailed unpaired t -test were used for the comparison between SE and EE; All data were plotted as mean ± 
SEM; ∗ P < 0.05; ∗ ∗ P < 0.01; ∗ ∗ ∗ P < 0.001; ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ P < 0.0001. LO: lateral orbital cortex; S1BF: primary somatosensory cortex; dCA1: dorsal filed CA1 of hippocampus; 

RSG: retrosplenial granular cortex; V1: primary visual cortex. 

9 
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Fig. 5. Functional connectome enhancement of environmental enrichment during dusk and night. The greater scheme of the panel organization is the left side 

for dusk (SE < EE) and right side for night (SE < EE). A and B) Mean functional connectivity matrices for EE and SE during dusk and night. The circos plot represents 

increased connectivity between separate ROI to ROI showing hyperconnected edges for EE for dusk or night (permutation test without correction, P < 0.05). C and D) 

Anatomical visualization of a network calculated by NBS, viewed in coronal and sagittal planes (left and right respectively). The size of the node represents the degree 

of the node (i.e., the number of edges connected with one node in the network). Node and edges are color-coded within-module connections, gray nodes and edges 

are the enhanced connectivity between modules. E and H) Barplots displaying the defined networks (NBS method, ∗ P < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗ P < 0.001). F and I) The weighted 

effect size from the defined networks demonstrating the network connectivity strength (EE > SE). F) dusk and I) night have a similar direction of increased ROI 

based on EE > SE, although dusk is significantly greater than night. The sidebar plots the color-coded ROI scheme. For dusk, motor, visual and somatosensory cortices 

(yellow) are more robustly connected to the hippocampus (red) and this direction holds true for night, albeit less significant. G and J) The schematic illustration of 

F and I. Note, the thicker the line, the greater the change. K and L) The node modulation index (NMI) averaging the overall effect size of a single node. A schematic 

representation of the left hemisphere mouse brain is plotted by color to depict the ROI location. The largest effect size change occurs in the entorhinal cortex and 

associated ventral and dorsal hippocampal formation ( Chan et al., 2017 ). The number under the ROI name is node degree. M) Functional connectivity between 

and within 12 brain regions selected from weighted effect size. See additional comparisons between brain regions in SI- Fig. 3 . Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, 

followed by Sidak’s multiple comparison test. All data were represented mean ± SEM; ∗ represents the difference between two groups in the same time of day; ∗ P < 

0.05; ∗ ∗ P < 0.01; ∗ ∗ ∗ P < 0.001. 

10 
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Fig. 6. Increased calcium spiking of dCA1 during dusk session. A) Schematic representation of calcium imaging of dCA1. B) Luxol fast blue (LFB: myelin) and 

Cresyl fast violet (CV: Nissl) staining of hippocampal region. C) Immunohistochemistry (Parvalbumin, synaptophysin, NeuN and DAPI) of hippocampal subfield. 

D) Calcium imaging preparation demonstrating GCamp6 expression. E) Raw photon calcium imaging data from miniscope spatially localized (x and y axis are 

pixel number). F) Neural recordings before and after movement correction (MC) demonstrating the localized spatial footprints from neurons and neural contours 

delineating separate neuronal locations (x and y axis are pixel number). G) MC Score matched for feature displacement (pixel - y-axis) by frame number (x-axis). 

Raw scores are in blue and corrected in orange. H) Temporal calcium traces were extracted, denoised, and processed for time in seconds (x-axis) and neuron number 

(y-axis). Definitions derived from the pipeline MIN1PIPE ( Lu et al., 2018 ). I) dCA1 pyramidal layer hippocampal subfield calcium transients (spikes per sec ) in awake 

mice. Note the significant difference by day in enrichment ( P < 0.001) and between SE and EE ( P < 0.001). J) Max firing of calcium traces in dCA1 pyramidal layer 

hippocampal subfield in awake mice. Note the significant difference between SE and EE by day in enrichment ( P < 0.001). K) ROI plot of baseline, 14-day and 28-day 

SE (Control) and EE neuron location in the xy coordinates. L) Spikes per sec plot using a pseudo demarcation based on the Voronoi tessellation. M) Max firing rate 

plot using a pseudo demarcation based on the Voronoi tessellation. N) Plot of absolute position in the AP plane versus intracalcium events (top left), plot of absolute 

position in the ML plane versus intracalcium events (top right), plot of absolute position in ML plane versus absolute position in AP plane (bottom center). O) Plot of 

PCA 1 versus PCA 2 demonstrating 2 components capture 74.79% of total variation. P) The PCA plot of absolute position in the AP plane versus absolute position in 

the ML plane versus intracalcium events. Q) Plot of PCA demonstrating 3 components capture 98.62% of total variation. The insert is a scree plot of all components. 
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Table 2. 
aken into account in the calculation of the weighted effect size. In gen-

ral, the intra-isocortex induced by EE had the highest overall effect size

oth during dusk and night, albeit with an overall effect size relatively

ower during night ( Fig. 5F , Fig. 5G , Fig. 5I and Fig. 5J ).). Finally, we

elected brain regions according to weighted effect size ( ≥ 1) to compare

he averaged FC. We observed several significant differences occurring

olely during dusk between EE and SE ( Fig. 5M - See SI- Fig. 3 ): (1) HPF-

socortex, (2) HPF-Cortical subplate, (3) HPF-Olfactory, (4) Isocortex-

idbrain, (5) within Isocortex, (6) Cortical subplate-Striatum, (7) Cor-
11 
ical subplate-Straitum, (8) Cortical subplate-Midbrain, (9) Olfactory-

idbrain, (10) Pallidum-Midbrain, (11) within Straitum, (12) Striatum-

idbrain. Furthermore, some networks were enhanced in EE mice both

uring dusk and night: (13) within Isocortex, (14) Isocortex-Cortical

ubplate, (15) Isocortex-Olfactory, (16) Isocortex-Striatum. Lastly, some

f the selected networks were not significantly affected by EE (SI-

ig. 3A ); (17) HPF-Pallidum, (18) Isocortex-Pallidum, (19) Isocortex-

halamus. The detailed statistics are displayed in supplementary
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.5. Increased calcium spiking of dCA1 during dusk session ( Fig. 6 ) 

The dorsal CA1 ( Fig. 6A ) was assessed as our previous study impli-

ated it in the hippocampal importance of long-range control of brain-

ide rsfMRI ( Chan et al., 2017 ) and it was one of the ROI from the

nhanced functional connectome. In that vein, we conjectured it would

e representative of other ROIs with similar observed effects (i.e., in-

reased connectivity due to EE). Histology and immunohistochemistry

ere performed to assess if differences between EE and SE were ap-

arent, and to account for surgical accuracy and GCamp6s expression

 Fig. 6B – 6D; see SI- Fig. 4C ). In brief the miniscope pipeline was im-

lemented (MIN1PIPE: Lu et al., 2018 ), acquiring raw photon calcium

maging data ( Fig. 6E ) spatially localized, movement corrected (MC),

emonstrating the neuronal contours ( Fig. 6F ). An MC score was calcu-

ated ( Fig. 6G ) and temporal calcium traces were extracted and denoised

 Fig. 6 H). 

A PCA was performed to determine variables contributing to vari-

nce between EE and SE. Two results were apparent between EE and SE:

) The average frequency/HZ of calcium transients (spikes per second)

as significantly different for EE from baseline ( P < 0.001) and over

he enriched period (14- days P < 0.01 and 28-days P < 0.001; Fig. 6I ).

) The maximum calcium transient events (five seconds) was signifi-

antly different for EE over the enriched period ( P < 0.001; Fig. 6J ).

he representative traces can be seen in the xy-coordinate plots of the

pikes per second ( Fig. 6I ) and the max firing in 5 s ( Fig. 6J ); addi-

ionally, their location can be visualized by the plotting of each neuron

hich contributed ( Fig. 6K ). We further plotted the information using

 Voronoi tessellation binning neuron to a location for both spikes per

econd ( Fig. 6L ) and max firing rate ( Fig. 6M ) to determine if the ML

nd AP planes differ significantly for EE versus SE. 

Both the AbsAPPosition (absolute position AP) and AbsMLPosition

absolute position ML), calculated as the pixel distance from the center

oint, are important predictors of the variance in the data as determined

y PCA. Three principal components explained 98.45% of total varia-

ion in the data between EE and SE. Principal component 1 (38.48%)

ontributed by AbsMLPosition (0.7428) and IntracalciumEventInter-

al ( − 0.6645), principal component 2 (36.29%) contributed by Intra-

alciumEventInterval (0.7449) and AbsMLPosition (0.6639), and prin-

ipal component 3 (23.82%) contributed by AbsAPPosition (0.9962)

 Fig. 6N ). PCA 1 and 2 captures 74.79% of total variation, with a plot

rovided in Fig. 6O . An additional plot is included showing the data

lotted along the three variables shown to contribute to the principal

omponents: absolute position in the AP plane versus absolute position

n the ML plane versus intracalcium events ( Fig. 6P ). The three PCA

omponents identified capture 98.62% of total variation in the data, as

hown in Fig. 6Q . 

A follow up ANOVA was conducted using the original data values in

alcium imaging to test for significance. Intracalcium event interval for

E was significantly different than SE ( F = 8.34, P < 0.01) and location

L ( F = 9.15, P < 0.01) significantly contributed to the ANOVA model

or spikes per second. Spikes per second (average frequency/HZ of cal-

ium transients) for EE was significantly different than SE ( F = 20.22, P

 0.0001). Furthermore, location AP ∗ ML ( F = 10.02, P < 0.001) signifi-

antly contributed to the ANOVA model for spikes per second. The maxi-

um firing in 5 s for EE was significantly different than SE ( F = 140.04,

 < 0.0001). In addition, location AP ∗ ML ( F = 9.77, P < 0.001) also

ignificantly contributed to the ANOVA model for the maximum firing

n 5 s. For the ANOVA and PCA, we concluded spikes per second and

aximum firing (5 s), in addition to location (AP and ML), significantly

ifferentiated EE from SE. 

. Discussion 

The time course of enrichment was assessed to demonstrate the

merging behavioral, functional and neuronal features that character-

ze being “enriched ”. We asked what behavior marks the enrichment
12 
ascade ( van de Weerd, 1996 ); seeking to define the functional and neu-

onal initiation ( Kempermann et al., 1997 ; van Praag et al., 2000 ). Three

acets of our research were of interest: 1) EE were acclimatized at two

eeks and differentiated most by a circadian increase in behavioral ac-

ivity during dusk. 2) During the dusk critical period, EE displayed en-

anced inter- and intrahemispheric functional connectivity of LO, S1BF,

SG, V1 and Cg, in addition to increased HPF and isocortical network

onnections; many of these changes were not seen at night. The func-

ional connectome of EE was enhanced primarily in the isocortex and

ippocampal formation. 3) EE during dusk had an increase in the aver-

ge frequency of calcium transients (spikes) and maximum firing rate

bserved in dorsal CA1 of the hippocampus. We demonstrate the time

ourse of enrichment revealing functional and neuronal changes linked

o circadian shifts during the dusk period. 

.1. The behavioral adaptations to an enriched environment result in 

ecreased activity and forward shift in the circadian rhythm 

The video behavioral monitoring paradigm employed provided pas-

ive observation of continuous activity in an unbiased manner. This is

mportant due to gene-environmental interactions contributing to the

ffect size of outcomes in phenotyping assays ( Crabbe et al., 1999 ;

ahlsten et al., 2003 ). Compared to SE, we found the preeminent be-

avioral feature in EE was a forward shift in the circadian rhythm, pro-

ongation in the dark photoperiod, and overall decreased motion activity

 Fig. 2 and 3 ). This is particularly interesting given that increased ex-

rcise in humans is known to shift circadian rhythms ( Eastman et al.,

995 ; Miyazaki et al., 2001 ; Barger et al., 2004 ; Atkinson et al., 2007 ).

his is the opposite of what we observed: In the present study, EE had

ecreased motion activity compared to SE through the duration of the

xperiment ( Fig. 2A ) and throughout the circadian period ( Fig. 2E ). In

his regard, EE mice were less active at every time of day, except for

he crepuscular dusk period ( Fig. 2E , right side). In humans, evening

xercise has been known to advance the circadian phase ( Buxton et al.,

003 ). In a study on mice, exercise on a running wheel was done al-

ost exclusively at night, and acclimatized to an average duration and

peed after approximately 2 to 3 weeks ( De Bono et al., 2006 ). Fur-

her, exercise-dependent (activity) entrainment of circadian rhythms is

nown to produce phase shifts ( Edgar and Dement, 1991 ). In the present

xperiments, in concern to acclimatization, the day-by-day difference

ime series indicated no difference between EE and SE, meaning the time

eries of change was subtle ( Fig. 3 ); however, at Day 13 (CI: [9 17]) a

ignificant structural break had occurred for EE as opposed to Day 4

CI: [3 5]) for SE. Here, the day-by-day time series is representative of

cclimatization time (changing subtly to the new environment) and the

ircadian rhythm synchronization is indicative of exercise or activity

eriods affected by enrichment (i.e., a zeitgeber). Our results indicate

E can alter circadian rhythms, and impoverished environments such as

E could be linked to ‘circadian disruption’ ( Vetter, 2020 ). The results

f the present experiment delineate dusk as a critical period elucidated

y enrichment; therefore, we were interested in the functional and neu-

onal components to characterize the behavioral adaptations. 

.2. Enrichment elicits sensory and motor functional connectome 

nhancement 

The functional consequences to environmental enrichment are gen-

rally unknown. Four mechanistic routes of EE are thought to be: 1) sen-

ory, 2) motor, 3) social, and 4) cognitive ( Kempermann, 2019 ). Here we

ound functional processes mirroring these routes, resulting in increased

BA functional connectivity in LO, S1BF, RSG, V1, Cg, RSG, and M1

 Fig. 4 ), in addition to hippocampal formation and isocortex network

nhancement as regional hubs in the functional connectome ( Fig. 5 ).

e chose to scan with fMRI to elaborate the functional networks under-

inning the dusk circadian rhythm change in EE. Dusk was found to be

ignificantly different in EE compared to SE, while night resembled the
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nenriched state. The SIBF, M1 and V1 are sensory and motor cortices

nvolved in locomotion and coordination ( Dadarlat and Stryker, 2017 )

nhanced in EE, while the retrosplenial granular cortex (RSG) is in-

olved in spatial coordination ( Czajkowski et al., 2014 ; Mitchell et al.,

018 ), possibly augmented due to terrain differences (the multi-layered

nd leveled EE cage). In rats, the cingulate has been shown to adapt

nd reshape motor plans in behavior ( Brockett et al., 2020 ), which in

he context of an enriched environment could provide support for en-

anced functioning ( Fig. 4 ). We found intimate connections between the

ippocampus and neocortex (i.e., isocortex), in addition to each serving

s individual region hubs for connecting with disparate ROI. Our previ-

us study found the hippocampus as a long-range connectivity hub for

odulating resting state functional connectivity ( Chan et al., 2017 ) and

s a node for environmental enrichment ( Manno et al., 2022 ). More-

ver, tracer connectivity studies found the neocortex-hippocampal for-

ation was one of the medial subnetworks possibly involved in process-

ng spatial information ( Zingg et al., 2014 ). These authors found two

edial subnetworks, one called the somatic sensorimotor subnetwork

hich mediates interactions between the sensory and higher order as-

ociation areas and a second medial subnetwork relaying information

rocessed in the dorsal hippocampus to the retrosplenial and cingulate

ortex ( Zingg et al., 2014 ). Although the two medial subnetworks were

opologically distinct, they were thought to interact through the retros-

lenial and cingulate cortex ( Zingg et al., 2014 ), which is interestingly

s these were two significant seeds revealed by the present study as be-

ng enhanced in EE. Here we followed-up our functional connectivity

tudy with calcium imaging of the hippocampus to investigate the neu-

onal properties involved. The dCA1 was an intriguing ROI, because it

as enhanced in functional connectivity in dusk, but failed to obtain

ignificance in EE as an independent seed. 

.3. The dCA1 hippocampal subregion experiences increased calcium 

pikes and frequency due to enrichment 

We used calcium imaging to spatially localize neural signals

 Lu et al., 2018 ) in the dCA1 to understand the properties as a proxy for

he enhancement seen in ROI across the mouse brain in EE. Although

CA1 as a seed was not enhanced, the NBS revealed widespread network

onnectome enhancement in the hippocampus. These subtle contradic-

ory results made dCA1 interesting to asses in EE. We expected it to be

 component involved in widespread regional functional connectivity

ifferences in EE ( Chan et al., 2017 ). For example, using calcium imag-

ng, enrichment drove the emergence of functional columnar topogra-

hy in S1 sharpening whisker tuning ( LeMessurier et al., 2019 ). Here we

ound the absolute position AP and ML as important predictors of the

ariance between EE and SE ( Fig. 6 ). Intracalcium events significantly

aried with location with the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral bin

ignificantly differing between EE and SE ( Fig. 6N and 6P ). Such dif-

ering ROI neuronal properties in EE are particularly relevant, for ex-

mple, a virtual environmental enrichment paradigm, consisting of pre-

enting an array of novel environments seamlessly, increased the cal-

ium transient frequency in adult mouse (6–8wk) dentate granule cells

 Kirschen et al., 2017 ). In addition to calcium imaging, we performed

mmunohistological assays to complement our results (See SI- Fig. 5 ).

urprisingly we found the distribution and variation of our immuno-

istochemistry was greater in EE than in SE (see SI- Fig. 5 ) as reported

reviously ( Körholz et al., 2018 ). Overall, our results indicate that dCA1

ad spikes and maximum firing significantly increased in EE by 14-days

ost-enrichment. 

.4. Limitations and future directions 

1) Behavioral experiment limitations 

In the present study, multiple mice were recorded continuously over

 30-day period. While care was taken to ensure that the data was col-
13 
ected in a consistent and high-quality manner with multiple redundan-

ies, recording for such long periods of time presents unique challenges.

hile our pipeline and analysis accounted for such technical issues, fu-

ure research could employ 3- dimensional reconstructions and redun-

ant cameras or Forward Looking InfraRed (FLIR) to monitor behavior

n tunnels. In addition, while performing the analysis of the video, sev-

ral simplifications and decisions were made to minimize the level of

anual analysis that was necessary (due to the vast quantities of data

ollected) and to make the data analysis feasible within computational

esource limits. To minimize costs, data was subsampled temporally

o avoid reaching computational and resource limits. Future directions

ould use a higher temporal resolution to better quantify motion in real

ime. To facilitate this effort, the data and code have been provided. The

ode is designed to be modifiable such that extensions of this study with

he same experimental design are feasible. 

In Fig. 2A , the motion of EE mice exceeded that of SE mice on days

, 4, and 20. Days 1 and 4 are likely within the acclimation period of

E, and to new surroundings in general. Day 20 is near when the cages

re cleaned, which will also force the mice to acclimate to a slightly

odified environment. Also, the average overall motion of SE mice is

reater than that of EE mice across the 30 days. After viewing randomly

elected 1-min video clips from all 30 days from a SE and an EE cage, it

as observed that EE mice are less often grooming and have decreased

pen field activity, and instead do EE-specific activities such as wheel

unning or transiting a tunnel. The video clips can be found in the Data

vailability links and the methodology is explained in the Supplemen-

ary Information. Such behavioral differences should be further explored

n future studies, along with the neurobiological underpinnings. 

2) Functional MRI limitations 

In the present study, FC within hippocampus was not changed af-

er EE treatment. We were surprised by this finding, as hippocam-

us is generally seen as a hub of enhancement due to enrichment

 Kempermann et al., 1997 ; van Praag, Kempermann, Gage, 2000 ). This

ould be a technical issue due to scanning parameters or the ROI cho-

en as hippocampus. For example, a previous study used a shorter TR

500 ms compared to our 750 ms) to detect a change in networks as-

ociated with memory after training in the Morris water maze task

 Nasrallah et al., 2016 ). The authors found enhanced connectivity was

bserved between the hippocampus and isocortex associated with learn-

ng the task ( Nasrallah et al., 2016 ). Although our methods were consid-

red robust, the seeds chosen for SBA may not reflect a posterior supposi-

ions of what will be enriched. Nevertheless, the ROIs in NBS were some

ommon brain regions used across many fMRI studies ( Zalesky et al.,

010 ; Zerbi et al., 2019 ; Chelini and Zerbi et al., 2019 ). Future stud-

es should use a data-driven approach such as ICA (independent com-

onent analysis) selecting ICs (independent components) to delineate

OIs. Further, the anesthesia protocol could affect the functional net-

orks ( Grandjean et al., 2014 ). In the present study, a low concentration

f dexmedetomidine and initial 1–3.5% isoflurane reducing to 0% were

pplied, combined with a muscle relaxant to maintain strong bilateral

C. Nevertheless, in regards to the current paradigm, a previous study

oted a high concentration (1.4%, 4%) of isoflurane can affect circadian

hythm in rats ( Kikuchi et al., 2013 ; Wren-Dail et al., 2017 ). Further,

ong-term (5h-6 h) treatment of isoflurane was shown to affect overall

ctivity during a subsequent rest period ( Xia et al., 2016 ), delay the ac-

ive phase and cry expressions, and advance Bmal and Clock during the

ctive phase ( Xia et al., 2015 ). To our knowledge, no relevant literature

xists on the effects of dexmedetomidine and pancuronium bromide on

ircadian rhythms. Moreover, for the short duration of scanning (3 h)

ompared to the period of time over which the experiment occurred (1

onth), it is unlikely anesthesia had lasting effects. It is noteworthy that

oth groups EE and SE in the present experiment underwent an identical

RI protocol (same data acquisition and anesthesia) for functional neu-

oimaging. To address the drawbacks associated with anesthesia, scan-
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ing awake rodents would be a warranted approach for a future study

 Han et al., 2019 ). 

3) Calcium imaging limitations 

Calcium imaging enables recording neuronal activity preserving spa-

ial information at single cell resolution. We were able to capture neu-

onal firing from GCamp6 labelled CA1 pyramidal neurons in the dorsal

ippocampus, and the analysis reveals significant differences between

E and SE groups in their spiking frequency, as well as maximum fir-

ng rate. The ideal situation would be to perform the recording in the

ame housing environment. However, due to the experimental setup,

e had to transfer the mice from the housing facility to the workstation

or imaging. Future experiments could perform calcium imaging in the

ative enriched environment or during fMRI. 

The present experiments used wildtype C57 BL/6 J mice for our en-

ironmental enrichment paradigm. This limits the neuronal specificity

f our viral labeling as both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in dorsal

ippocampal CA1 were labelled by the AAV-GCamp6. Since GCamp6

ctivity measures neuronal activity indirectly and non-selectively, it is

ot feasible to separate excitatory and inhibitory neurons. A thorough

nalysis of both populations in future research will allow us to inter-

ret the activity changes in the hippocampus and cortical-hippocampal

etwork. Further, the calcium indicator mostly reflects excitatory in-

uts to the cell by binding the Ca 2+ ion influx. Future studies should

xamine the inhibitory inputs ( Nakajima and Baker, 2018 ). Lastly, the

ntrinsic limitations of the calcium indicator include the sensitivity and

low on-off dynamics, which could mask differences between EE and SE

 Wei et al., 2020 ). 

.5. Conclusions 

The preeminent behavioral feature in EE was a forward shift in the

ircadian rhythm, prolongation of activity in the dark photoperiod, and

verall decreased motion activity. The crepuscular period of dusk was

he critical period of divergence between EE and SE mice. The functional

onnectome in EE was enhanced with the hippocampal formation and

socortical network forming regional hubs. Calcium imaging revealed

ncreased spikes and maximum firing rate in the dorsal CA1 pyramidal

ayer, in addition to location (anterior-posterior and medial-lateral) be-

ween EE and SE which was possibly related to the multilayered and

eveled enrichened environment. Future studies should elucidate the

olecular cascade emerging due to enrichment. 
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